6124

Electronic Safe Lock

Designed
to meet
worldwide
standards.
Sargent & Greenleaf safe locks have been protecting the
assets of banks, businesses and governments for almost 150
years. Our long tradition of uncompromising quality security
solutions now offers you a better way to protect your assets.
Our 6124 electronic safe lock meets or exceeds worldwide
security standards thanks to sophisticated micro-processing
technology.
Special Features:
• Available in three models: single user, multiple user or
dual control.
• Optional “audit trail” feature tells you who opened
the safe.
• Optional silent alarm/duress feature sends
an undetected call for help.
• No dial to turn. Just enter the code and the lock unlocks–
one easy step.

Designed to the
highest European standards
for worldwide applications.
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S&G Locks maximize protection.

• Automatically relocks when you shut the safe door.
• Allows individual access codes for each employee.
• Change access codes any time at the keypad.
• Protects against opening by repeated, random code entry.
• Reliable motor-driven lock bolt operation powered
by 9V batteries.
• Can integrate with your existing security systems,
time locks, alarm systems and CCTV.

6124

Electronic Safe Lock
More security features
for maximum ease
and control.
Choose your solution. The 6124 is available in three
configurations: single user, dual control (requires two
people keep separate codes), or multiple user (up to 7
user codes and supervisor control restricting user access).
Easy to use. Just enter your six-digit code and the 6124
automatically unlocks your safe door. There’s no dial to turn
and it automatically relocks.
Easy to program. You have a choice of one million PIN
codes that can be changed easily, any time, via the keypad.
No tools, no lock disassembly required.
Track access to the safe. The 6124 features an “audit trail”
option, an easy-to-use Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows
ME and Windows 2000-based application which downloads
data for viewing in seconds. It identifies the user and event:
openings, code changes, programming changes just to
mention a few.

Programmable Time Delay. To further deter robberies,
a programmable time delay of up to 99 minutes is available.
A time delay override mode is available when authorized
personnel require immediate access.
Silent alarm protection. If employees are forced to open
the safe, they can initiate a call for help from the keypad.
(Duress module required.)

Protects against random dialing. Why take the chance
that a thief could randomly enter the right code? Anytime
5 incorrect PIN codes are entered in a row, the 6124
automatically shuts down for 10 minutes.
Fits new and existing safes. Install the 6124 on a new
safe, or easily replace the lock on an existing safe.
The support of the industry leader. S&G is the world’s
largest manufacturer of high-security safe combination
locks, with the broadest array of locks available. We provide
excellence in all areas – from our ISO 9001, U.L., and other
worldwide certifications to our multilingual customer service
staff. We proudly stand behind all of our products with one of
the best warranties in the industry.

Audit trail coordinates your security.
Windows-based software.

Protect your assets with the 6124 electronic safe lock.
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